Sequence and structure of the nucleolin promoter in rodents: characterization of a strikingly conserved CpG island.
We report the isolation of the complete genes encoding nucleolin from rat and hamster. The DNA clones were obtained from partial genomic libraries by probing with a genomic DNA fragment containing the leader and promoter regions of the mouse nucleolin gene. We have determined the complete nucleotide sequence of the 5'-terminal region for the three rodent species. The sequenced regions extend over 1 kb downstream and upstream from the cap sites and include a conserved CpG island 1500 nucleotides (nt) long. The 5' end of the CpG island in each species has maintained a long alternating purine-pyrimidine sequence which could adopt a Z-DNA conformation. By sequence comparison, 42 blocks of homology are defined in the 5'-terminal region, of which 36 appear in the CpG island and contain numerous conserved CpG dinucleotides. Two blocks, 110 and 49 nt long, encompassing the cap sites and the region immediately upstream, respectively, present features characteristic of regulated genes: a possible TATA box (ATTA), two pyrimidine-rich nucleotide stretches and two inverted juxtaposed CCAAT-like boxes (GGTTGG). Furthermore, the adjacent upstream conserved region presents features characteristic of housekeeping genes: four G/C boxes, embedded in a high G + C-content sequence, among them one presenting a perfect consensus Sp 1-binding site (GCCCCGCCCC). Among unusual features, we report numerous large G + C-rich conserved sequences located in the first intron. One of these sequences contains two G/C boxes which border a sequence presenting a dyad symmetry (GCGCACGTGCTC). Our findings shed some light on the putative role of the CpG island. We show that CpG-rich sequence motifs are under strong selective pressure over the whole 5'-terminal region and are presumably involved in regulatory mechanisms.